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Abstract. Nanoparticle synthesis was performed using high-powered pulsemodulated induction thermal plasma (PMITP) technique to study the effect of coil
current modulation on synthesized nanoparticles. This is the first paper to present
a summary of results of TiO2 nanoparticle synthesis using high-power Ar-O2 PMITP
at 20 kW. The synthesized particles were analyzed using a field emission scanning
electron microscope (FE-SEM), and X-ray diffractometry (XRD). In addition, optical
emission spectroscopy (OES) was used during nanoparticle synthesis experiments to
measure TiO spectra and to determine the time-averaged vibrational and rotational
temperatures of TiO in the reaction chamber. Results showed that the PMITP
produced smaller nanoparticles and a narrower size distribution of particles. Moreover,
PMITP provided a lower-temperature region in the reaction chamber downstream of
the plasma torch than such regions in non-modulated thermal plasmas.
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1. Introduction
High-pressure and high-power inductively coupled thermal plasmas (ICTPs) have
become effective heat and chemical species sources for various material processes such as
syntheses of diamond films [1, 2], thermal barrier coatings [3, 4], syntheses of fullerene
[5, 6], and materials surface modifications [7]. This has occurred because ICTPs can
provide advantages of remarkably higher enthalpy and higher radical density than
cold plasmas. They also cause little contamination because they use no electrodes.
Such ICTP devices are also useful to synthesize nanoparticles of various kinds [8]–[15].
Titanium dioxide (TiO2 ) nanoparticles are continually receiving attention for use as
photocatalysts [16], photonic crystals [17], photovoltaic cells [18], and gas sensors [19].
They are also anticipated for use as strong deoxidation materials to produce hydrogen
gas from water for fuel cells [20]. The TiO2 nanoparticle properties depend on the
particle size, crystal structure, phase constituents, etc. Therefore, particle size and
phase constituent control are extremely important to obtain the specified performance
of TiO2 nanoparticles. Several studies have examined synthesis of TiO2 nanoparticles
using a steady-state type of ICTP and have investigated control of its particle size and
phase constituent [10, 11, 15].
We have developed a high-power pulse-modulated induction thermal plasmas
(PMITP) system for use at a rated power of 30 kW and have investigated its fundamental
features [21]–[24]. The PMITP system has a function of amplitude modulation of the
coil current sustaining the induction thermal plasma into a rectangular waveform. Such
a millisecond modulation in the coil current can markedly perturb the thermal plasma.
It can then change the temperature and radical densities as well as the gas flow field in
the thermal plasma in a time domain [23, 24]. Moreover, we newly developed a highpower arbitrary-waveform-modulated induction thermal plasma (AMITP) system at a
rated power of 20 kW for additional enhancement of the degrees of freedom in thermal
plasma control [25]. The AMITP system can modulate the coil current not only into a
rectangular waveform but also into an externally given waveform. It actually provides
precise time-domain control of the temperature of thermal plasmas [25].
To date, applications of such high-power modulated induction thermal plasmas are
being investigated for use in some material processing fields. For example, Ishigaki et
al. applied Ar PMITP for surface modification of a TiO2 bulk specimen in a fundamental
study [26]. Another application of PMITP is the work of Ohashi et al., who applied
Ar-H2 PMITP for hydrogen doping to ZnO. Their results show that H atoms can be
implanted into ZnO through treatment with an Ar-H2 PMITP, thereby improving its
photoluminescence [27, 28, 29]. The authors have also investigated application of the
Ar-N2 PMITP for surface nitridation processing of materials [30]–[34]. Results of this
work show that rectangular modulation of the coil current can provide an increased
number of excited N atoms: simultaneously, it can provide decreased enthalpy flow onto
a specimen irradiated by Ar-N2 PMITP. This result implies high-speed nitridation of
the specimen surface with less thermal damage. However, few reports in the relevant
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literature describe application of a high-power modulated induction thermal plasma
to synthesis of nanoparticles, which are given great attention, as described above. In
particular, the influence of coil current modulation on the order of several hundreds of
amperes is rarely studied in nanoparticle synthesis.
This paper describes experimental results of TiO2 nanoparticle synthesis using ArO2 PMITP at 20 kW. This is the first paper to report systematic investigation results of
nanoparticle synthesis using a high-powered PMITP. Mainly two effects can be expected
in nanoparticle syntheses using coil current modulation: rapid and complete evaporation
of injected raw materials during high-power input time duration, and rapid cooling
of evaporated material during the low-power input period; and enhancement of timeaveraged temperature-gradient, which also causes cooling of evaporated material during
transferral to the downstream chamber. Enhancement of the time-averaged temperature
gradient has been seen in other applications of PMITP by experiments and numerical
simulations in our previous works [30, 31, 35]. Many other papers have studied the
effect of quenching gas flow into thermal plasmas on particle size, indicating that high
quenching rate in thermal plasmas decreased particle size of nanoparticles [14, 15]. In
this case of introduction of quenching gas flow, it is pointed out that higher temperature
gradient in the quenching region of thermal plasmas is important to synthesize small
size nanoparticles. The PMITP has a possibility to have higher quenching rate and
higher temperature gradient in thermal plasmas, and to cause controllability of particle
size by controlling the coil current modulation.
Our work described in this paper is also intended to clarify the effect of coil
current modulation or disturbance in high-power thermal plasmas during nanoparticle
synthesis. The synthesized particles were collected in two series reaction chambers
and a downstream filter; then they were analyzed using FE-SEM for morphology and
analyzed using XRD for surface compounds and phase identification of the synthesized
nanoparticles. In addition, spectroscopic observations were conducted to measure
emission spectra to investigate the gas state in the reaction chamber during nanoparticle
synthesis. As a result, the temperature in the reaction chamber downstream of the
plasma torch was found to be lower in the PMITP compared to that in non-modulated
ICTP.
As the main contribution of this paper, the influences of the modulation degree in
the coil current sustaining PMITP are summarized, especially its effects on the following:
(i) the size distribution, the mean diameter and the standard deviation of the synthesized
nanoparticles; (ii) the weight fraction of anatase TiO2 in the synthesized nanoparticles;
and (iii) the temperature of plasma or gas in the reaction chamber in which nanoparticles
are produced. We also emphasize this work’s importance from the viewpoint of effects
of disturbance in thermal plasmas on the characteristics of synthesized nanoparticles
for effective efficiency of the nanoparticle synthesis method using thermal plasmas.
This contribution will also be useful to elucidate the disturbance effects on synthesized
nanoparticle during non-modulated plasma processing.
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2. Experimental
2.1. Experimental arrangements
Figure 1 portrays the experimental arrangements used for this study. The plasma torch
is configured identically to that used in our previous work. Its details were described in
an earlier paper [23, 24]. The plasma torch has two coaxial quartz tubes. The interior
quartz tube has 70 mm inner diameter; its length is 370 mm. An argon–oxygen gas
mixture was supplied as a sheath gas along the inside wall of the interior quartz tube
from the top of the plasma torch. Titanium raw material was fed using a powder feeder
with Ar carrier gas through a water-cooled tube probe. The water-cooled tube probe
was inserted from the top of the plasma torch head, as depicted in figure 1. No other
quenching gas was injected into the torch or chamber in this study. Downstream of the
plasma torch, the water-cooled chambers were installed vertically and then horizontally,
as depicted in figure 1. The total length of the vertical chamber is 600 mm; its inner
diameter is 130 mm. Similarly, the total length of the horizontal chamber is 600 mm; its
inner diameter is 130 mm. Further downstream of the horizontal chamber, a powdercollecting filter and the collecting chamber are set up. A vacuum pump is set up further
downstream.
We used a radio frequency (rf) power supply with a metal-oxide semiconductor
field emission transistor (MOSFET). The MOSFET rf power supply has a high dc–rf
conversion efficiency of greater than 90%. It can also modulate electric current of the
order of several hundreds of amperes for supplying the coil current. The amplitude of
the coil current sustaining induction thermal plasmas was modulated into a rectangular
waveform in this work. The modulated coil current has modulation parameters such
as the shimmer current level (SCL), the on-time, and the off-time [23, 24]. Figure 2
presents a definition of the modulation parameters. The ‘on-time’ is defined as the time
duration with higher current level (HCL); the ‘off-time’ is the time duration with lower
current level (LCL). The shimmer current level is defined as a ratio of the lower current
level (LCL) to the higher current level (HCL). In addition, the duty factor (DF) is set
to a ratio of the on time to one modulation cycle: DF= ‘on-time’ /(‘on-time’ +‘offtime’). Condition 100%SCL or 100%DF corresponds to the non-modulation condition.
Condition SCL<100% and DF<100% provides a modulation condition. Lower SCL
engenders a larger modulation. Synthesized particles were collected in the upstream
chamber, the downstream chamber, and in the filter.
2.2. Experimental conditions
The total flow rate of Ar-O2 sheath gas was fixed at 80.0 standard litres per minute
(slpm) (=1.33 × 10−3 m3 s−1 ). The oxygen gas admixture ratio to Ar was 10% in
the sheath gas in the gas flow rate. The gas flow rate of Ar carrier gas was 2 slpm.
Titanium powder with mean diameter of 45 µm is fed as the raw material. Figure 3
shows a photograph of the raw material. The powder feed rate g of the Ti raw material
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was fixed around 3.5 g min−1 to 4.0 g min−1 (= 5.8 × 10−5 kg s−1 to 6.7 × 10−5 kg s−1 ).
The pressure inside the chamber was controlled. It was fixed at 300 Torr (=40 kPa)
with an automatic feedback control for pressure. The on-time and the off-time were
fixed respectively at 12 ms and 3 ms. The duty factor (DF) was fixed at 80%. In this
case, one modulation cycle is 15 ms. The modulation cycle was fixed at 15 ms because of
the following facts: We conducted numerical simulation of the gas flow and temperature
fields, which revealed that the gas flow velocity is about 20–40 m/s. From that result,
the staying time of the injected powders in the plasma torch was estimated as 10–20
ms, and the residence time of the reactant vapour was also estimated to be 10–20 ms.
Therefore, we chose 15 ms as a modulation cycle to expect sufficient evaporation of the
injected powders in the high-temperature region in the plasma during the on-time, and
successive rapid cooling of the plasma tail during the off-time.
Under the fixed conditions described above, the shimmer current level (SCL)
was changed from 100%–65%. Although the electric coil current is modulated in a
rectangular waveform, the time-averaged input power to the MOSFET rf power supply
over a modulation cycle was controlled to be fixed at 20 kW independent of SCL.
For fixed time-averaged input power for modulation operation, i.e. at SCL<100%,
the higher current level (HCL) was set to higher value than that at SCL=100%,
whereas the lower current level (LCL) was controlled to a lower value than that at
SCL=100%. Consequently, the instantaneous input power was modulated, although
the time-averaged input power over one modulation cycle was fixed at 20 kW. For
example, the instantaneous input power reaches about 23 kW for the on-time, although
the instantaneous input power decreases to about 11 kW for the final stage in the offtime in case of SCL=70%. Adoption of the time-averaged input power fixed enables
us to compare experimental results under the same electric power cost condition. In
the experiments, the time-averaged input power was measured using a three phase ac
wattmeter at the input terminal to the rf power supply. Experiments were made twice
under the same conditions to verify the result.
3. Coil current modulation effects on synthesized particles
3.1. SEM images and particle diameter distribution
Figure 4 presents examples of FE-SEM micrographs of particles synthesized using
induction thermal plasma with and without the coil current modulation. The panel (a)
portrays the image for SCL=100%, i.e. non-modulation condition, whereas the panel
(b) contains those for modulation conditions. In the panel (b), photographs (i) and
(ii) respectively show images for SCL=90% and SCL=70%. As shown there, smaller
spherical nanoparticles were obtained under lower SCL conditions, especially at the
lowest SCL condition at SCL=70% in this case.
Next, the particle size distributions of synthesized particles were estimated. The
particle size distributions were evaluated by measuring diameters of randomly selected
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200 particles in each of the SEM micrograph images. Figure 5 portrays the size
distribution of particles synthesized using PMITP at different SCLs. Results show that
ICTP with coil current modulation produces particles with smaller mean diameter than
those produced using ICTP without coil current modulation. For example, the mean
diameter dm is 50.3 nm and the standard deviation σ is 25.3 nm in the PMITP case
of SCL=70%, where dm is 63.2 nm and σ is 30.6 nm for the induction thermal plasma
without modulation. In other words, if the PMITP is used instead of a conventional
induction thermal plasma without modulation, then we can obtain smaller nanoparticles.
Figure 6 shows the dependence of the mean diameter of synthesized particles on the
shimmer current level (SCL). The error bars in this figure indicate fluctuations in the
measured mean diameter of synthesized particles at different collecting positions. The
SCL in the horizontal axis is decreased from the left-hand-side to the right-hand-side
in this figure. It is readily apparent that reducing SCL from 80% to 65% decreases
the mean particle diameter. Consequently, a larger modulation provides particles with
a smaller mean diameter. Figure 7 depicts the dependence of the standard deviation
in the diameter of synthesized particles on SCL. As shown in the figure, the standard
deviation in the diameter has no strong dependence on SCL, although the modulation
in the coil current had been expected to increase the standard deviation in the diameter
of the synthesized particles.
To cross-check this dependence of the mean diameter on SCL, the specific surface
area per unit mass was further measured using the Brunauer–Emmett–Teller (BET)
method. The specific surface area is generally increased by decreasing particle diameter,
and is used as an indicator of the particle diameter. Figure 8 presents the specific surface
area of synthesized particles as a function of SCL. The specific surface area is roughly
increased concomitantly with decreasing SCL from 80% to 65%. This dependence of the
specific surface area on the SCL agrees with that of estimated mean particle diameter
on the SCL in figure 6.
As seen in figures 6 and 8, the mean particle diameter and the specific surface area
little change with SCL between 100% and 80%. These little changes in both figures mean
that small modulation in the coil current scarcely affects or rather slightly increase the
mean particle diameter. The possible reason why the mean particle diameter is increased
from SCL=100% to 80% is inferred as follows: In our experimental condition, the timeaveraged input power was fixed irrespective of SCL. For this condition, the HCL in
modulation cases is set to be higher than the current level at SCL=100%, and the
LCL in modulation cases is lower than the current level at SCL=100%. In a on-time
duration, a higher joule heating power is inputted to the plasma region, and thus the
instantaneous plasma temperature in the torch increases with time to reach a higher
value than that at SCL=100%. To the contrary, the joule heating power decreases with
time in the off-time duration, and the instantaneous plasma temperature in the torch
decreases to reach a lower value than that at SCL=100%. However, the time-averaged
plasma temperature in the torch is considered to hardly change with SCL. On the other
hand, in the reaction chamber downstream of the plasma torch where the joule heating
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power is very low, the instantaneous plasma temperature little changes with time for
small modulation between SCL=100% and SCL=80%. This is attributed to the fact
that the plasma temperature in the reaction chamber is influenced only through thermal
conduction and convection from the upstream plasma torch. From the above reason, the
rapid cooling in the reaction chamber may hardly occur under such small modulation
conditions. Furthermore, the mean diameter may increase depending on the powder
injection timing against the modulation cycle. For large modulation conditions with
SCL≤70%, the instantaneous temperature in the reaction chamber can largely change
with time, and in addition the time-averaged gas temperature decreases with reducing
SCL from 80% to 65% as described in later section. Therefore, reducing SCL to 65% is
considered to provide the smaller nanoparticles.
3.2. XRD spectra and fraction of anatase
An X-ray diffraction (XRD) analysis was made to study the crystallographic structure
and chemical composition of the synthesized nanoparticles. Figure 9 portrays examples
of XRD spectra for particles synthesized using the ICTP without modulation and the
PMITP. The designation ‘A’ in this figure indicates that the specified XRD spectral
line arises from TiO2 in anatase form; the designation ‘R’ denotes the lines originating
from the TiO2 in rutile form. Almost identical XRD spectra were found for all particles
synthesized using PMITP with different SCLs and ICTP without modulation. These
spectral lines obtained in this analysis are all related to TiO2 . No other spectral line
exists, for example, from Ti raw materials. Therefore, the use of PMITP can provide
TiO2 nanoparticles. They have almost identical ratios of anatase to rutile phases to
TiO2 nanoparticles provided by the non-modulated induction thermal plasma. The
weight fraction fA of TiO2 in anatase form to TiO2 in rutile form can be estimated from
the following equation [10, 15]:
1
,
(1)
fA =
I
1 + 1.26 IR27.4o
A25.3o
where IR27.4o and IA25.3o respectively signify the XRD spectral intensities at 2θ=27.4o
for rutile and 2θ=25.3o for anatase. This equation was obtained using the test line for
standard TiO2 . It is pointed out that nucleation of anatase TiO2 tends to occur by higher
degree of undercooling of molten materials according to the theoretical calculation of
the critical free energy for nucleation of rutile and anatase TiO2 in a literature [36].
Furthermore, the ratio of anatase to rutile in TiO2 nanoparticles can be controlled by
an admixture ratio of O2 to Ar from experimental results [10, 15].
Figure 10 presents the weight fraction of anatase TiO2 to rutile TiO2 as a function of
SCL. As shown in that figure, even without the modulation of the coil current, the weight
fraction of anatase TiO2 is 0.9 which is extremely high. This fraction value is similar
to those from other reports [10, 15]. This may be attributed to the high temperature
gradient at the tail of the thermal plasmas, which provides high temperature history
for evaporated materials there. In case of modulation in our experiments, the weight
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fraction of anatase TiO2 also remains 0.8–0.9, generally almost independent of SCL.
This means that the PMITP keeps to provide enough higher temperature-quenching at
the plasma tail region for nucleation of anatase TiO2 .
Strictly speaking, there is a slight local minimum in the weight fraction of anatase
TiO2 at SCL=80%. This presence of the local minimum on SCL also indicates
that cooling effect of molten materials are decreased around SCL=80%, because the
nucleation of anatase TiO2 can occur by higher degree of undercooling of molten
materials as described above. The decreased cooling effect for the small modulation with
SCL>80% may be due to the similar reason why the mean particle diameter slightly
increases with reducing SCL from 100% to 80% as discussed in the previous section. A
further study is necessary to elucidate this dependence on SCL in future work.
3.3. Spectroscopic observation during nanoparticle synthesis
3.3.1. Observation of time-averaged emission spectra We mainly consider the two
following effects in nanoparticle syntheses in a PMITP: The first effect is rapid
evaporation of the injected raw material during the on-time and rapid cooling of it
during off-time. This temperature modulation effect occurs markedly in the plasma
torch in an interval of milliseconds during synthesis of nanoparticles. It also occurs
downstream of the plasma torch for large modulation condition. The second effect is
the enhancement of time-averaged temperature gradient, which also causes cooling of
evaporated material during its transferral to the downstream chamber. As described in
this paper, the second effect is investigated for the first approach.
Optical emission spectroscopy (OES) measurement was conducted from the viewwindow installed on the reaction chamber during synthesis of nanoparticles. Based on
those measurements, we investigated the thermal plasma state in the reaction chamber
downstream of the plasma torch where nanoparticles are formed. Figure 11 depicts the
spectroscopic observation system and three observation positions: at 200 mm below
the coil end, at 370 mm below the coil end, and at 460 mm below the coil end. The
observation region of the focal plane for each of observation positions was about 8 mm
in diameter. The light from the observation position was transmitted through an optical
fibre bundle to the slit of a polychromator with an ICCD element. The combination
of the polychromator and the ICCD can measure the light intensity in a wavelength
range of 300–1200 nm with a wavelength resolution of 1 nm. The device function of
this system was measured; it had a full width at half maximum of 2 nm. The exposure
time of the ICCD used here was set to 30 ms. This time scale of 30 ms is sufficiently
long to include two modulation cycles. The adoption of this long exposure time allows
one to measure the time-accumulated radiation intensity from the plasma. In addition,
such an observation was conducted 30 times, and the averaged radiation intensities from
emission spectra were computed to enhance the signal-to-noise (S/N) ratio. It is noted
that measured radiation intensity is the integrated radiation intensity along the line of
sight, and that no Able inversion was applied. Thus, the measured radiation intensity
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is the integrated and time-averaged radiation intensity, which can be useful to obtain
rough tendency of the spectral radiation intensity for comparison between modulation
and no modulation cases. The sensitivity of the whole optical system including the lens,
the optical fiber bundle, the polychromator and the ICCD was calibrated for different
wavelengths using a standard light source with a tungsten-halide lamp.
Figure 12 shows the observed emission spectra at wavelengths of 400–850 nm. Panel
(a) in that figure shows spectra measured at 200 mm below the coil end; panels (b) and
(c) respectively show the spectra measured at 370 mm and 460 mm below the coil
end. Each of panels has spectra at different SCL of 100%, 70% and 65%. Remember
that the radiation intensities of observed spectra here are all integrated along the line
of sight at the observation position. For all cases, TiO molecular spectra as well as
Ar, O and Ti atomic spectral lines were observed [37]. The radiation intensity of TiO
spectra decreases as the observation position was set downstream from 200 mm to 460
mm below the coil end. This decrease in the radiation intensity seems to arise as the
plasma/gas temperature and TiO density in the water-cooled chamber decrease to the
downstream portion. On the other hand, the radiation intensity of TiO spectra strongly
decreases concomitantly with decreasing SCL at any observation position. This might
be attributed to the strong decrease in the plasma/gas temperature by modulation of
the coil current, although the time-averaged input power was fixed at 20 kW.
3.3.2. Calculation of emission coefficients of TiO The vibrational temperature Tvib
and the rotational temperature Trot of TiO molecules were estimated to confirm the
decrease in the time-averaged temperature using the coil current modulation. The Tvib
and Trot can be determined by fitting the theoretically calculated radiation intensity
of TiO spectra to that of the experimentally measured TiO spectra. The TiO spectra
have three main transition systems of ‘Red system (A3 Φ − X 3 ∆)’, ‘Orange–Red system
(B 3 Π − X 3 ∆)’, and ‘Blue–Green system (C 3 ∆ − X 3 ∆)’ in the visible wavelength
range of 400–800 nm [37]. The emission coefficient of TiO spectra for these systems
was calculated theoretically on the assumption of a Boltzmann distribution for the
population of excited particles. The emission coefficient ε(λn0 n00 v0 v00 J 0 J 00 ) of the light
emitted by transition from the upper excited level (n0 , v 0 , J 0 ) to the lower excited level
(n00 , v 00 , J 00 ) in TiO molecules is written as follows [38, 39]:
-Emission coefficient:
hc
Nn0 v0 J 0 An0 n00 v0 v00 J 0 J 00
(2)
ε(λn0 n00 v0 v00 J 0 J 00 ) =
λn0 n00 v0 v00 J 0 J 00
-Number density of molecules excited at the upper level (n0 , v 0 , J 0 ):
!
Ã
N (Tex , Tvib , Trot )
hcTe0
0
Nn 0 v 0 J 0 =
(2J + 1) · exp −
Z(Tex , Tvib , Trot )
kTex
Ã
!
Ã
!
hcFv0 (J 0 )
hcGe (v 0 )
· exp −
· exp −
(3)
kTrot
kTvib
-Rotational energy:
Fv (J) = Bv J(J + 1) − Dv J 2 (J + 1)2

(4)
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¶

1
2
¶
µ
1
Dv = De + βe v +
2
-Vibrational energy:
¶
µ
¶
µ
¶
µ
1 2
1 3
1
− ωe xe v +
+ ωe ye v +
Ge (v) = ωe v +
2
2
2
-Transition probability from the upper excited level (n0 , v 0 , J 0 ) to the lower excited
(n00 , v 00 , J 00 ):
Bv = Be − α e v +

An0 n00 v0 v00 J 0 J 00 = An0 n00 qv0 v00
An0 n00 =

10

SJP,Q,R
0
0
2J + 1

¯ 0 00 ¯2
64π 4 e2
¯ nn ¯
¯R
¯
3hc3 λ3n0 n00 v0 v00 J 0 J 00 e

(5)
(6)

(7)
level

(8)
(9)

-Line strengths by Hönl–London formulae for P, Q, and R branches:
(i) for A3 Φ − X 3 ∆ transition:
(J 0 + 1 + Λ0 )(J 0 + 2 + Λ0 )
4(J 0 + 1)
(J 0 − Λ0 )(J 0 + 1 + Λ0 )(2J 0 + 1)
SJQ0 =
4J 0 (J 0 + 1)
(J 0 − Λ0 )(J 0 − 1 − Λ0 )
SJR0 =
4J 0
(ii) for B 3 Π − X 3 ∆ transition:
SJP0 =

(J 0 + 1 − Λ0 )(J 0 + 2 − Λ0 )
=
4(J 0 + 1)
(J 0 + Λ0 )(J 0 + 1 − Λ0 )(2J 0 + 1)
SJQ0 =
4J 0 (J 0 + 1)
(J 0 + Λ0 )(J 0 − 1 + Λ0 )
SJR0 =
4J 0
3
3
(iii) for C ∆ − X ∆ transition:
SJP0

(10)
(11)
(12)

(13)
(14)
(15)

(J 0 + 1 + Λ0 )(J 0 + 1 − Λ0 )
(16)
J0 + 1
Λ02 (2J 0 + 1)
SJQ0 = 0 0
(17)
J (J + 1)
(J 0 + Λ0 )(J 0 − Λ0 )
(18)
SJR0 =
J0
-Wavelength of the light emitted by transition from the upper excited level (n0 , v 0 , J 0 )
to the lower excited level (n00 , v 00 , J 00 ):
1
= Te0 − Te00 + Ge (v 0 ) − Ge (v 00 ) + Fv0 (J 0 ) − Fv00 (J 00 )
(19)
λn0 n00 v0 v00 J 0 J 00
SJP0 =
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where Te is the electronic energy in wavenumber, N (Tex , Tvib , Trot ) is the total number
density of the molecules, Z(Tex , Tvib , Trot ) is the internal partition function
¯ 0 00 ¯of the
¯
¯
molecules, qv0 v00 is the Franck–Condon factor for the transition from v 0 to v 00 , ¯Ren n ¯ is the
electronic moment for transition from n0 to n00 , h is Planck’s constant, k is Boltzmann’s
constant, c is the velocity of light, Tex is the electronic excitation temperature, Tvib is the
vibrational temperature, Trot is the rotational temperature, Be and De are the rotational
constants, ωe , ωe xe and ωe ye are the vibrational constants, and Λ is the axial component
of orbital angular momentum for electrons in molecules. The transition probability
An0 n00 was estimated using the measured lifetime value of excited TiO molecules [40].
The Franck–Condon factor qv0 v00 of TiO was found in reference [41]. The quantities Te
Be , De , αe , and βe were obtained from the literature [40].
The theoretically calculated emission coefficient was further convoluted using the
device function W (λ) of the spectroscopic observation system to produce the calculated
radiation intensity Ical (λ) as
Ical (λ) =

Z ∞
0

W (ξ − λ)ε(ξ)dξ,

(20)

where λ signifies the wavelength. The device function W (λ) of the spectroscopic
observation system used in this work was measured using a low-pressure mercury lamp.
Its full width at half maximum was 2 nm.
Figure 13 presents the calculated radiation intensity Ical (λ) of TiO in arbitrary
units for A3 Φ − X 3 ∆, B 3 Π − X 3 ∆ and C 3 ∆ − X 3 ∆ systems in visible wavelengths of
400–900 nm in the case of Tex = Tvib = Trot = 4000 K. The A − X transition emits
higher intensity light than the others at wavelengths of 600–900 nm, as depicted in
figure 13(a). On the other hand, the B − X transition emits light with higher intensity
for 500–800 nm, whereas the C − X transition does it for 400–700 nm. The total
calculated radiation intensity was obtained as shown in figure 13(b), which shows TiO
molecular for wavelengths of 400–900 nm.
3.3.3. Estimation of vibrational and rotational temperatures of TiO Temperatures Tvib
and Trot were determined by fitting the theoretically calculated radiation intensity of TiO
spectra to that of the experimentally measured TiO spectra. Convoluting W (λ) with
theoretically calculated emission coefficient to produce Ical (λ) and fitting Ical (λ) enables
temperature estimation with a certain validity inspite of low wavelength resolution of the
system. Before the fitting process, the radiation intensity of continuum component was
subtracted from the calculated and measured radiation intensity because the actual
continuum component can include complex continuum spectra from recombination
radiation and other polyatomic molecular spectra, etc. Figure 14 depicts a fitting
aspect between the measured and calculated radiation intensities of TiO spectra. The
calculated radiation intensity for Tvib =4700 K and Trot =4000 K fairly agrees with the
measured one in this case. Here again, it is noteworthy that the Tvib and Trot thus
determined is the time-averaged ones.
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Similarly, Tvib and Trot were determined at different observation positions for
different SCL. Figure 15(a) and (b) respectively present the time-averaged Tvib and Trot
versus a distance from the coil end in the PMITP and also in the non-modulated plasma.
Error bars were also added in this figure, indicating a fluctuation in the determined
temperatures. As figure 15(a) portrays, the time-averaged Tvib are decreased by 1000–
2000 K using the coil current modulation at SCL<100% compared to the condition of
non-modulation, i.e. SCL=100%. Similarly, the time-averaged Trot are decayed by
1000 K at SCL=70% and 65% from the Trot at SCL=100%. These results imply that
the coil current modulation decreases the electron and gas temperatures in the chamber.
This is true because Tvib tends to be affected by the electron temperature, whereas Trot
tends to be affected by the gas temperature in these experimental conditions. However,
we found in other experiments that the time-averaged Ar excitation temperature in
a high-temperature region at 10 mm below the coil end in the plasma torch remains
at about 10 000 K almost independent of SCL, although instantaneous Ar excitation
temperature was strongly modulated [23]. Consequently, a higher temperature-gradient
is formed from the plasma torch to the chamber in a modulated plasma than in a
non-modulated plasma, in terms of the time-averaged temperature distribution. Such a
higher temperature gradient might prevent excessive growth of particles after the initial
growth nanoparticles. The higher axial gradient of the temperature in a PMITP than in
a non-modulated ICTP is attributed to the fact that the PMITP has a wider diameter
but a shorter length of the time-averaged high-temperature region in the plasma torch,
which was found through numerical simulation [35]. This wider diameter of PMITP
increases a power loss to the cooling water in the torch.
3.3.4. Errors in the temperatures determined In our determination of Tvib and Trot ,
there are some uncertainties and procedures to cause errors. First, the measured
radiation intensity of TiO spectra is the intensity integrated along the line of sight. In
the actual situation, there are expected a temperature gradient and also a TiO density
gradient along the light of sight. Inspite of the above fact, we did not perform the
Abel inversion to determine Tvib and Trot . This is because the plasma is not always
axis-symmetric from the fact that Ti material powder injected in the plasma is not axissymmetrically distributed: There is also a fluctuation in the distribution of the injected
powder and evaporated materials. Thus, the Abel inversion can engender a rather error
and is thus not useful to obtain the actual distribution of the radiation intensity of the
Ti spectra in our case.
The existing temperature gradient can cause an error in the temperature
determination. We investigated errors in the determination of Tvib and Trot if there
is a temperature gradient with a uniform vapor concentration in the plasma torch along
the line of sight using a numerical simulation technique. Various type of the temperature
distribution were assumed, and the emission coefficients were calculated and then they
were integrated along the light of sight. For the calculated and integrated emission
coefficients, the same fitting procedure was adopted to determine Tvib and Trot . It was
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found that both apparent Tvib and Trot were determined roughly to the temperatures
at the highest radiation intensity region along the light of sight. Thus, Tvib and Trot
obtained in our experiments were inferred to be the temperatures approximately at the
highest radiation intensity region of TiO spectra. The difference between the determined
temperature and the actual temperature depends on the temperature distribution. For
a typical temperature distribution in the induction thermal plasma, the determined Tvib
and Trot were estimated to be 500–600 K lower than the actual temperatures from the
numerical simulation.
In addition, the measured radiation intensity of TiO spectra is the time-integrated
radiation intensity for 30 ms which was set intentionally to be longer than the
modulation cycle. This is because the influence of a temporal fluctuation in the injected
powder on the temperature determination would be reduced. This procedure also cause
an error in the temperature determination. The Tvib and Trot determined from the timeintegrated radiation intensity are rather approximate to the ones at the highest radiation
intensity duration in a modulation cycle. The errors due to the time-integration were
also estimated to cause about 500–700 K in some cases. On the other hand, the light
absorption of molecules can affect the accuracy in the determined temperature [42]. In
the present calculation, we did not take into account this effect.
From the above reasons, the determined temperatures are close to the temperatures
at the highest radiation region along the line of sight at the highest timing in a
modulation cycle, and they have errors about ±500–800 K at least.
4. Conclusions
In summary, a 20 kW class of Ar-O2 pulse-modulated induction thermal plasma was used
for synthesis of TiO2 nanoparticles. Results showed that the coil current modulation
caused lower temperature in the chamber. Furthermore, smaller nanoparticles were
obtained than were obtained in the non-modulation condition. The weight fraction of
anatase TiO2 in the synthesized particles was estimated as 80%–90% almost independent
of the modulation degree in the coil current. The present results imply that PMITP is
a promising mean of controlling the physical characteristics of nanoparticles.
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Figure captions

Figure 1. Experimental setup for nanoparticle synthesis.

Figure 2. Modulated coil current and definition of modulation parameters.

Figure 3. Image of titanium raw powder.

Figure 4. SEM micrographs of synthesized particles collected in the filter.

Figure 5. Size distribution of synthesized particles collected in the filter: (a),
SCL=100%; (b), SCL=90%; and (c), SCL=70%.

Figure 6. Dependence of the mean diameter of synthesized particles on the shimmer
current level in modulated coil current.

Figure 7. Dependence of the standard deviation in the diameter of synthesized
particles on the shimmer current level in modulated coil current.

Figure 8. Dependence of the specific surface area of synthesized particles on the
shimmer current level in modulated coil current. The specific surface area was
measured using BET method.
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Figure 9. XRD spectra of synthesized particles collected in the filter: (a), SCL=100%;
(b), SCL=90%; (c), SCL=80%; (d), SCL=70%.

Figure 10. Dependence of the weight fraction of anatase TiO2 of synthesized particles
on the shimmer current level in modulated coil current.

Figure 11. Spectroscopic observation system and observation positions.

Figure 12. Emission spectra observed in the reaction chamber installed downstream
of the plasma torch during feeding Ti raw powder. The observation positions are: (a),
at 200 mm below the coil end; (b), at 370 mm below the coil end; and (c), at 460 mm
below the coil end.

Figure 13. Calculated radiation intensity Ical (λ) of TiO spectra. (a), A3 Φ − X 3 ∆
system; (b), B 3 Π − X 3 ∆ system; (c), C 3 ∆ − X 3 ∆ system; and (d), Total.

Figure 14. Fitting aspect between the measured and calculated radiation intensity
of TiO spectra.

Figure 15. Vibrational and rotational temperatures of TiO estimated from TiO
emission spectra at different axial positions in the reaction chamber. (a), vibrational
temperature; (b), rotational temperature.
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Figure 1. Experimental setup for nanoparticle synthesis.
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Figure 2. Modulated coil current and definition of modulation parameters.
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Figure 3. Image of titanium raw powder.
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(a) w/o modulation.

(i) SCL=90%.

(ii) SCL=70%.

(b) with modulation.
Figure 4. SEM micrographs of synthesized particles collected in the filter.
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(a) SCL=100%(w/o modulation).
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(c) SCL=70%.
Figure 5. Size distribution of synthesized particles collected in the filter: (a),
SCL=100%; (b), SCL=90%; and (c), SCL=70%.
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Figure 6. Dependence of the mean diameter of synthesized particles on the shimmer
current level in modulated coil current.
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Figure 7. Dependence of the standard deviation in the diameter of synthesized
particles on the shimmer current level in modulated coil current.
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Figure 8. Dependence of the specific surface area of synthesized particles on the
shimmer current level in modulated coil current. The specific surface area was
measured using BET method.
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Figure 9. XRD spectra of synthesized particles collected in the filter: (a), SCL=100%;
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Figure 10. Dependence of the weight fraction of anatase TiO2 of synthesized particles
on the shimmer current level in modulated coil current.
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(a) At 200 mm below the coil end.
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(b) At 370 mm below the coil end.
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Figure 12. Emission spectra observed in the reaction chamber installed downstream
of the plasma torch during feeding Ti raw powder. The observation positions are: (a),
at 200 mm below the coil end; (b), at 370 mm below the coil end; and (c), at 460 mm
below the coil end.
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Figure 13. Calculated radiation intensity Ical (λ) of TiO spectra for vibrational and
rotational temperatures of 4000 K. (a), A3 Φ − X 3 ∆ system; (b), B 3 Π − X 3 ∆ system;
(c), C 3 ∆ − X 3 ∆ system; and (d), Total.
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Figure 14. Fitting aspect between the measured and calculated radiation intensity
of TiO spectra.
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Figure 15. Vibrational and rotational temperatures of TiO estimated from TiO
emission spectra at different axial positions in the reaction chamber. (a), vibrational
temperature; (b), rotational temperature.

